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Easily and Quickly Converting Negative Files to Positive Files 

 

 
 

Is your spouse giving you dirty looks over those boxes and talking about, oh my goodness, downsizing? 

Well, scanning would work, but I’d need another lifetime to do all that scanning. Also, scanning seems to 

pull out every scratch and blemish in the negative or slide. This presentation will show you my workflow 

on how I’ve been doing camera scans, using a camera, a soft light source consisting of a simple viewing 

box, and some easy actions in either Photoshop and Lightroom (downloadable actions will be made 

available) to quickly process my negative files into positive files. 

Biography 

Based in New York City, Jack is a world-renowned commercial photographer, teacher, lecturer, and 

author. Shooting ads for many Fortune 500 companies and national magazines, Jack has been very pro-

active in the photo community. He served as the President of PPA, was a founding board member of 

APA and sat on the NY board of ASMP. Jack is the author of several books on photography including 

“The Copyright Zone”, “Photographer’s Survival Guide”, “Studio & Commercial Photography” and 

“Illustration Photography”.  Jack is proud to be one of the original “Canon Explorers of Light”, an X-Rite 

“Coloratti”, a Sandisk “Photo Master”, and a Photoshop World Dream Team instructor. Jack also has 

done Beta testing and consulting with Canon, Mamiya, Microsoft, X-Rite, Leaf digital backs, onOne 

Software, and Adobe. He teaches a graduate course on photography at School of Visual Arts (SVA) in NY 

and has served as an expert witness on copyright in Federal Court. 

Westchester Photographic Society is proud to invite the public (18 and older) to see Jack Reznicki, 

Friday, November 15, 2019, 8 pm, Westchester Community College, Tech Bldg. room 107, (Across from 

parking lot 11), 75 Grasslands Road, Valhalla, NY, 


